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ABSTRACT: Stable and metastable atomic conﬁgurations of
stoichiometric (LaF3)n nanoclusters are obtained for n = 1 to 6
using Monte Carlo global optimization techniques implemented in
newly developed software. All conﬁgurations are reﬁned using an all-
electron DFT approach with the PBEsol exchange and correlation
functional. To reduce the computational cost, approximate conﬁg-
urations were initially ﬁltered out using a basin hopping algorithm that
was biased toward ﬁnding either the global minimum or all metastable
minima on the six energy landscapes deﬁned by interatomic potentials
within a polarizable shell model. In both algorithms, standard local
optimization methods are employed to relax trial random atomic
conﬁgurations whereby the polarization of the ions is initially
constrained to improve convergence to local energy minima. The
global optimization routines were implemented within the in-house Knowledge Led Master Code (KLMC). Electronic
characterization of the reﬁned structures included the calculation of vertical ionization potentials and electron aﬃnities using the
ΔSCF approach at the PBEsol DFT level and the many-body G0W0/PBEsol0 theory which employs the hybrid density functional
initial guess of the quasi-particle orbitals. The atomic structure of the nanoclusters can be seen to evolve with size from a trigonal
pyramid to ring structures and ﬁnally to compact symmetrical conﬁgurations, where the coordination of higher charged La
gradually increases. Additional ﬂuorine ions are accommodated between two La ions: single ﬂuoride (−F−) bridges are replaced
by bridge pairs or trios, although more than three ﬂuoride bridges between two cations are heavily penalized in energy and cluster
ranking. There is also a trend for the external surface of LaF3 nanoclusters to be decorated by singly coordinated ﬂuorine anions,
one per outer La ion for larger nanoclusters. For the global minimum (LaF3)n nanoclusters, although the changes are modest, the
ionization potential decreases, and the electron aﬃnity increases with n, eﬀectively decreasing the precursor of the band gap of
the bulk phase. The majority of the metastable nanoclusters follows this trend, with the exception of conﬁgurations with at least
one exposed cation at the surface which is not terminated by an anion. These nanoclusters have a greater electron aﬃnity that
could be attributed to structural features analogous to defects in solids.
1. INTRODUCTION
Lanthanum ﬂuoride has been reported as having one of the
highest known ionic conductivities and is frequently used as a
nonmagnetic host for spectroscopic investigations of para-
magnetic lanthanide ions.1 It has an anomalously high heat
capacity (above 900 K),2 is widely used in electrodes, and is
found in other applications including ﬂuorescent lamps, ﬁber
optics, and radiation applications.3 More generally, ﬂuorides
with the tysonite (LaF3) structure are useful in optical
applications like UV scintillators or solid-state lasers (see ref
4 and references therein). For rare earth doped ﬂuoride
materials, infrared to ultraviolet solid-state lasers are possible5,6
andin the sensitized-nanoparticle formoptical ampliﬁers.7
More recently, nanoparticles of rare earth doped LaF3 have
been used to create white-emitting single phosphor for use in
light-emitting diodes (LEDs).8 As a thin ﬁlm, LaF3 has been
investigated as a possible electrolyte for oxygen sensing.9
Driven in part by the wide-ranging applications of nano-
particulate materials in catalysis, electronics, and energy
conversion, there is great interest in the synthesis and
characterization of nanoclusters.10,11 In this size regime both
the properties and the atomic structure of the particles may
diﬀer signiﬁcantly from that of the bulk phases.12,13 Moreover,
no clear diﬀraction patterns are obtainable, and structure
determination from experiment is often highly problematic.
Indeed, there has not yet appeared an experimental technique
capable of reliable characterization of the local structure of
nanoclusters, and thus elucidation of the structures and
therefore the properties of nanoparticulate matter are fraught
with diﬃculties.
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Typically it is assumed that the nanoclusters will adopt the
conﬁguration with the lowest energy of formation, or at least
the atomic structure will resemble one or more of those in the
set of low-energy stable and metastable conﬁgurations. Certain
sized nanoclusters, either from laser ablation of a surface or
from nucleation in solution, are sometimes more readily formed
and are referred to in the literature as magic. Magic numbers, or
preferred values of n, will depend not only on the stoichiometry
but also on the compound. For example, if (XY)n nanoclusters
are predicted (energetically more favorable) to form perfect
cuboids cut from the NaCl rock salt phase, then usually there
are many magic numbers, each corresponding to a size, value of
n, where this is possible.14−16 However, where simulations
predict that the lowest energy (XY)n conﬁguration for a
compound is bubble-like, then mass spectra for synthesized
nanoclusters of this compound typically have a smaller set of
magic numbers; magic numbers either match the size where
high symmetry (Th, then Td, and to a lesser extend T) is
possible17 or where a bulk-like or ﬁlled cage structure is a low
energy conﬁguration.18−21
A large number of global optimization schemes have been
developed and applied to predicting the atomic structures of
inorganic nanoclusters.22−32 They have been applied to a range
of compounds with diﬀerent stoichiometry: there are plenty of
examples of 1−1 compounds ((AgI)n,
33 (CdTe)n,
34 (LiF)n,
27
(MgO)n,
35,36 (ZnO)n
37,38...); as well as 1−2 compounds
((MgF2)n ,
39−41 (HfO2)n ,
42 (SiO2)n ,
32 (TiO2)n ,
43−47
(ZrO2)n
48...); and also 2−3 compounds ((Al2O3)n,49−52
(Ga2O3)n,
51,53 (Ge2S3)n,
54 (In2O3)n.
55...). Here we are inter-
ested in an example of the less studied 1−3 compounds,
namely, (LaF3)natomic conﬁgurations of which may be data-
mined for other 1−3 compounds.
The aim of the work is to predict the global and lower energy
metastable (LaF3)n atomic structures for each value of n (1 to
6). Although for small nanoclusters it is possible to search the
energy landscape deﬁned by electronic structure (ES) methods,
here the initial global search is for the local energy minima as
deﬁned by an atomistic method that employs analytical
interatomic potentials (IPs) to describe the interaction between
atoms (or ions). These lower energy atomic structures are
subsequently reﬁned using an electronic structure method. This
multistage approach has two key advantages: energies on the IP
landscape are far cheaper to compute, and the IP energy
function is often more robust (no electronic structure to
converge, which can be problematic for a trial cluster that
contains at least one nonsensible interatomic distance). The
former is particularly important for larger sized nanoclusters as
both the number of possible atomic conﬁgurations and cost per
calculation increase rapidly with n. Moreover, for the latter, the
oxidation state or charge on each atom is typically chosen and
ﬁxed, thus restricting the possible type of bonding in the
nanoclusters and therefore reducing the number of minima on
the IP landscape.
Ignoring the problem of ﬁnding local minima, the success of
this approach is dependent on the reliability of the IP, i.e.
whether local minima structures found on the IP landscape
resemble and have ranks similar to those found on the ES
landscape. Assuming there is at least one IP local minimum
structure that maps onto each basin on the ES landscape that
contains a desired low energy minimum on the ES landscape,
then it is simply a matter of reﬁning the stable and metastable
IP structures, starting from the IP global minimum and
continuing until the ES global minimum is found. But how
many IP local minima should be found and then reﬁned? In
previous studies37,43,48,51,55 on nanoclusters of ZnO, TiO2,
ZrO2, Al2O3, and In2O3, the local minima on the IP landscape
based on the rigid ion model (RM-IP) were found using an
evolutionary algorithm that is implemented within the GULP
software package56,57 and then subsequently reﬁned using the
shell model (SM-IP, as implemented within GULP) before
employing ES methods. In these studies, not only is there
better resemblance between SM-IP and ES local minimum
structures (than between RM-IP and ES)37 but also there is a
better agreement with the ranking of minima, and in particular,
the equivalent IP structure for the ES global minimum
nanocluster of size n has a rank nearer to the SM-IP global
minimum structure.48 Thus the expected number of local
minima IP structures to reﬁne using ES techniques can be
reduced if the SM is employed.
In the approach used to generate the results for (LaF3)n, we
have used the SM during the initial global search rather than as
a reﬁnement stage after the search has ﬁnished. As the SM is
not as robust as the RM, each new conﬁguration is structurally
relaxed twice (minimize the energy of formation using standard
local optimization techniques): ﬁrst using loose optimization
tolerances and a rigid ion model and then with better tolerances
within the shell model. Only energy values obtained when
employing the SM are used to assess or compare the quality of
candidate clusters and therefore inﬂuence the future direction
of the global search on the “hybrid” or patchwork of IP
landscapes composed of energies from the RM with basin
regions replaced with energies from the SM. This work was
done using the random and global optimization routines from a
newly developed module (Stochastic Cluster Optimization
based on Thermodynamical Techniques) of the in-house
Knowledge Led Master Code (KLMC) software package.58
There are already a number of codes speciﬁcally designed for
structure prediction,31,56,59,29,60−66 many of which link into
third party electronic structure codes, for example, CASTEP,67
VASP,68 CRYSTAL,69 and NWCHEM,70 to compute energies
and forces and more generally to perform local optimization of
structures. KLMC, or more speciﬁcally the Knowledge Led
Master Code, was created with the desire to: automate many
tasks traditionally performed by the user of a range of such
third party codes; enable a multistage approach where the
KLMC code learns on the f ly and reﬁnes input ﬁles that are
submitted for new calculationshence the name knowledge led;
and be able to exploit massively parallel computer platforms for
a more general set of applications that may require statistical
sampling. Currently KLMC is capable of updating a simple
database of structures (or solutions); performing postanalyses
(e.g., computing radial distribution functions, ensemble
averageBoltzmann weightedproperties); generating and
reading input and outputs ﬁles for GULP,56,57 FHI-AIMS,71,72
VASP,68 and NWCHEM;70 and running these either on the
same platform (either through system calls or as library ﬁles) or
remotely (KLMC runs itself on a local machine and many
individual calculations, or tasks on larger resources, elsewhere).
Applications include: simple task farming (screening structures
from the database through a third-party code); structure
prediction of nanosized clusters, surfaces, and bulk phases using
a range of global optimization techniques based on basin
hopping and genetic algorithms; exploration of ergodic regions
(application of the energy lid or threshold algorithm);73,74 and
statistical sampling of solid solutions or multiple point defects
in a crystalline solid. In this work, KLMC was used both to
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drive random and global optimization routines and to generate
and update a structure database; link up with GULP (used to
compute and minimize IP energies) during the global
optimizations; and link up with the FHI-AIMS code (chosen
software package used to compute and minimize ES energies)
during the ﬁnal reﬁnements of structures in the database, and
therefore used to automate our approach to predicting the
structures of (LaF3)n for sizes n = 1 to 6.
2. METHOD
2.1. Energy and Spectroscopic Properties. It is assumed
that the conﬁguration adopted by an isolated (LaF3)n
nanocluster in an experiment is that which minimizes its
energy of formation. As in previous work,48,51,55 four diﬀerent
energy functions are employed, each assumed to be better than
the previous one and, importantly, more expensive to compute.
The ﬁrst energy function is based on the rigid ion model,
where each lanthanum cation and ﬂuoride anion is represented
as a point charge of +3e and −1e, respectively, and the
analytical interatomic potential
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is used to model the interaction between ion i and ion j, which
are distance rij apart. The ﬁrst term is the Coulomb
contribution (in eV) between point charges qi and qj, and the
remaining terms are a combination of standard Lennard-Jones
and Born−Mayer terms. Note the use of subscripts on the
potential parameters A, B, C, and ρ as these are species
dependent. For the rigid ion model, the energy of formation is
the sum of all two-body interactions deﬁned by eq 1.
To represent electronic polarization of ﬂuoride ions, the shell
model75 is employed (our second energy function). In the shell
model, each point charge from the rigid ion model is replaced
by two; one represents the nucleus and core electrons and the
other, which is connected via a harmonic spring to the ﬁrst, the
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where the core and shell are indicated by the second level
subscripts c and s, respectively; Aij is set to zero (as clusters at
this stage would not have very short interatomic distances); and
kij is the spring constant, which is also species dependent. Note
that the Born−Mayer and dispersive terms are applied between
the shells and that the Coulomb contribution between two
point charges of the same ion is not included. Equation 1 is
used for cation−cation interactions, eq 2 for anion−anion
interactions, and for the cross terms (cation−anion inter-
actions)
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are employed, where i labels cations, jc the anion cores, and js
the anion shells. Both the rigid ion and shell models are
implemented within the GULP code.57
The values for B (in the Born−Mayer term) and C (in the
dispersive term) for both the rigid ion model and the shell
model are taken from earlier work on lattice and intrinsic defect
properties of bulk rare-earth ﬂuorides,76 where in fact a four-
region Buckingham potential between anions was employed. In
this variant, only the short-range repulsive Born−Mayer term is
applied within the ﬁrst radial cutoﬀ (C = 0), and only the
dispersive van der Waals term is applied outside a greater, third
radial cutoﬀ (B = 0). Two polynomials are used between these
regions to ensure that this potential is smooth and continuous.
For the rigid ion model we have also included the r−12 term to
penalize interaction distances that are signiﬁcantly shorter than
a typical bond length (A = 1.0 eV Å12 for like charged species
and 10.0 eV Å12 otherwise).
The third and fourth energy functions are based on density
functional theory (DFT). Here, we use an all-electron DFT
method with a local numerical orbital basis set, as implemented
in the FHI-AIMS code (version 051610_1).71,72 The FHI-
AIMS code comes with a number of default basis sets for each
atom, with increasing accuracy starting from “tier 1”. The tier 2
basis set is reported to provide accuracy between −30.19 to
−0.51 meV per La atom and −12.96 to −1.56 meV per F atom.
However, due to the strongly ionic nature of these atoms only
the tier 1 basis set for La atoms proved necessary when ranking
the nanoclusters (these energies will also be used in labeling
LM), together with the default “tight” settings for tolerances.
When calculating spectroscopic properties an improved basis
set is employed; however, when testing the suitability of the SM
to rank nanoclusters the tolerances are relaxed to the default
“light” settings, and a tier 1 basis set is employed to reduce the
computational cost of producing Figure 1 shown in Section 2.2.
To assist in choosing which functional to employ,
spectroscopic data are calculated for single atoms employing
a range of functionals (see end of Section 2.1). From these
results, and as it is also unbiased and is not too computationally
expensive, the PBEsol functional77 is chosen for our third
deﬁnition, whereas for our fourth deﬁnition the hybrid PBEsol0
functional is employed. The hybrid PBEsol0 functional replaces
25% of the PBEsol electron exchange with exact Hartree−Fock
like exchange.77,78 Throughout the paper we will use “RM”,
“SM”, “PBEsol”, and “PBEsol0” to indicate which of the four
deﬁnitions, given above, is employed. Within the DFT
approach, the eigenstates obtained from the solution of the
Kohn−Sham equations are Gaussian-smeared with a width of
0.0001 eV. While minimizing the PBEsol energy, via structural
relaxations of the nanoclusters, scalar-relativistic eﬀects are
treated at the scaled zero-order relativistic approximation
(ZORA) level,79 whereas when computing single-point PBEsol
and PBEsol0 energies and spectroscopic data the full ZORA
level of theory79 is employed.
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To obtain an estimate of the accuracy of calculated ionization
potentials (IP) and electron aﬃnities (EA) of the stable
clusters, we tested two approaches and four functionals (χ =
PBE, PBE0, PBEsol, or PBEsol0) for the component atoms: a
single lanthanum and a single ﬂuorine. First, following the
ΔSCF approach, we computed the diﬀerences in the total self-
consistent-ﬁeld energies (with FHI-AIMS maximumtier 4
basis set). Later, for the (LaF3)n nanoclusters, this equates to
= −E EIP cation neutral (4)
and
= −E EEA neutral anion (5)
where Ecation, Eneutral, and Eanion are the total energies for the +1,
0, and −1 charged system, respectively. Returning to the test on
individual component atoms, note that total energies for
various spin conﬁgurations of each atom were investigated,
including a doublet for the neutral atoms and a singlet and
triplet otherwise. In a second approach that is available in FHI-
AIMS, quasiparticle corrections to the χ Kohn−Sham
eigenvalues (εn
χ) are included through the G0W0 approxima-
tion,80,81 which combines the single-particle Green’s function
(G) with the dynamically screened Coulomb interaction (W).
The resulting quasiparticle energies (En
QP) emerge as a ﬁrst-
order perturbation, calculated using χ Kohn−Sham orbitals
(ψn)
ε ψ ε ψ≈ + ⟨ | − | ⟩χ χ χE G W V( )n n n n n
QP
0 0 xc (6)
which have a direct correspondence with photoemission (N −
1 electrons) and inverse photoemission (N + 1 electrons) and,
in the case of the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied
orbital levels of the atom (and later, nanocluster) of interest,
measures the respective vertical ionization potentials and
electron aﬃnities. This GW approximation has had recent
successes in describing both the band structure and defect
properties of metal oxide systems.82,83
On ionization of LaF3 nanoclusters one expects that an
electron will be removed from a ﬂuoride ion (resulting in a
cationic cluster) or an electron added to a lanthanide ion
(resulting in an anionic cluster). Therefore, the accuracy of the
calculations will be crucially dependent on the reproducibility
of the electron aﬃnity of the ﬂuorine atom and the third
ionization potential of lanthanum. Comparison of calculated
and observed values84 is provided in Table 1. Note that the
calculations conﬁrm the correct ordering of spin states for
relevant ions.
The best agreement with experiment is obtained with the
G0W0/PBEsol0 approach for the ionization potential, whereas
the electron aﬃnity is more accurately reproduced using the
ΔSCF method also based on PBEsol0. Hence, the PBEsol0
functional has been chosen for computing our ﬁnal energies of
the nanoclusters of interest and the G0W0 approach using
PBEsol0 (tier 4 basis set) Kohn−Sham orbitals for computing
the IP and EA of the lowest-energy PBEsol0 nanoclusters. As
these calculations are memory intensive, this approach could
only be applied to the smaller nanoclusters. For all sized
nanoclusters, the ΔSCF method is employed with the PBEsol
functional, which has been used in their geometry optimization.
Note that the neutral clusters are assumed to adopt a no spin
singlet arrangement, whereas both the anion and cation are
assumed to adopt a doublet spin state.
2.2. Generating the Stable and Metastable Conﬁg-
urations. For each cluster size we employ a series of global
optimization runs to ﬁnd the stable and metastable
conﬁgurations (local minima on the energy landscapes). Each
run is based on a sequence of local optimizations using
standard relaxation techniques to locate the local energy
minimum, and thus the method is referred to as minimum or
basin hopping.24,26,31 In fact two types of basin hopping runs
are performed: a standard run that is tuned to ﬁnd the lower
energy minima (including the global minimum) and a
continuously randomized run that is tuned in an attempt to
ﬁnd all minima. Of course, ﬁnding all minima might be possible
for the small clusters, but already for n = 6 there is no guarantee
that all minima, including the global minimum, will be found.
Initial, or random, nanoclusters were created by generating
random atomic coordinates for the appropriate number of
lanthanum and ﬂuorine ions such that all ions are within an (8
Å)3 or (10 Å)3 box centered at the origin. A few additional runs
were completed with box sizes L × L × 3 Å and 3 Å × 3 Å × L,
with L > 8 Å, to encourage the formation of planar and rod-like
clusters.
The atomic coordinates of all new nanoclusters are optimized
using the method of conjugate gradients (until the resultant
atomic forces are less than 0.05 eV/Å) and the rational function
optimizer85 (to ensure optimization moves away from any
saddle point and rapidly converges to the local minimum) to
minimize the RM energy. In practice, the atomic coordinates
and RM interatomic potentials are fed by the KLMC code into
the GULP software (with default optimization tolerances), and
then the reﬁned coordinates and RM energy (or error message)
are retrieved. For successfully relaxed nanoclusters, each −1|e|
point charge is then replaced with two point charges +0.59|e|
and −1.59|e| (representing the core and shell of the ﬂuorine
anions, respectively), and the coordinates of all point charges
are optimized so that the SM energy is minimized. This process
is also automated by the KLMC code, which instigates a second
call of GULP to use the same two optimization routines but
with the SM interatomic parameters and better optimization
tolerances (set to 10−9). The optimized atomic coordinates
(location of +3|e| and +0.59|e| point charges) and SM energy
are retrieved from the GULP output and stored in the KLMC
database of candidate structures. Note that a diﬀerent database
library is generated for each system size (composition), which is
updated if additional runs are required, and can be programmed
to keep the coordinates of only the best and/or worst set of
structures or those within a predeﬁned energy range, which
might be desirable for larger sized clusters than those studied
here.
In an attempt to generate all small nanoclusters and to learn
how easy it is to ﬁnd each individual SM local minimum on this
hybrid surface, many random nanoclusters are generated, each
optimized following the procedure describe above. This
approach is referred to as random basin hopping as the new
Table 1. Third Ionization Potential (IP3) for La and Electron Aﬃnity (EA) Values for F
PBE PBEsol PBE0 PBEsol0 G0W0/PBEsol0 experiment
84
IP3 (La), eV 19.85 19.83 19.22 19.32 19.17 19.17
EA (F), eV 3.63 3.66 3.22 3.39 3.13 3.40
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basin investigated is not inﬂuenced by basins already found.
The statistics from these gradient quenches from random
starting positions are reported below.
For larger clusters this exercise becomes futile, and better
tuned global optimization techniques are required; here a
Metropolis driven, basin-hopping approach is used where a
current champion conﬁguration (with the energy of one of the
previous basins) does inﬂuence the choice of future basins; i.e.,
the atomic structure of the new trial cluster (before local
optimization) will resemble that of this champion. To drive
toward the global minimum, or at least toward the bottom of
the superbasin, tournaments are simulated where the better
(lower-energy) conﬁguration is more likely to become the new
champion. In practice, with the ﬁrst random or seeded cluster
deﬁned (after structural relaxation) as the initial champion, a
new (or next) trial conﬁguration is created by relaxing the
conﬁguration generated by applying small random changes to
the conﬁguration of the current champion. The champion is
only replaced by the new trial conﬁguration if this trial
conﬁguration wins in a pair-wise tournament, where the
outcome is determined by the Metropolis criterion.86 If the
simulated temperature parameter used in the Metropolis
criterion is set to zero, then the current champion will always
be the lowest energy local minimum nanocluster found on that
particular run. Random changes, or random steps on the
landscape, are applied using one of the following four diﬀerent
phenotype moveclass operators:
(1) Standard Monte Carlo move: each atomic coordinate of
the nanocluster is given a random displacement between −S
and +S, where S is initially set to 0.8 Å and can increase if the
global optimizer is stuck (each new trial nanocluster relaxes
back to the current champion).
(2) Randomize solution: the coordinates for a random
number of lanthanum cation and ﬂuorine anion pairs are
switched.
(3) Twist cluster: a random axis is chosen that passes
through the cluster’s center of mass. Then all atoms within a
random slice along this axis are rotated about this axis by a
random angle.
(4) Twin crossover: a copy of the cluster is spliced into itself
(crossover moveclass as used in genetic algorithms25,35).
Essentially, a diﬀerent random rotation is applied to each
identical twin before they are cut into (typically unequal) halves
such that when the left-hand of the ﬁrst is fused to the right-
hand of the second the new cluster maintains the correct
composition.
These operators are implemented within the newly
developed module (Stochastic Cluster Optimization based on
Thermodynamical Techniques) of the in-house KLMC
software package. After optimizing the new cluster, KLMC
checks the interatomic distances and rejects any collapsed or
fragmented clusters. In this study, a cluster is deemed collapsed
if an interatomic distance less than 2.15 or 2.45 Å between
diﬀerent or like species, respectively, is found and fragmented if
all atoms in one fragment are further than 2.75 Å away from all
atoms in a diﬀerent fragment. Note that these chosen collapse
(fragmentation) cutoﬀ distances are slightly shorter (longer)
than those found in the (LaF3)1 and (LaF3)2 SM conﬁgurations.
Typically 50 000 steps are attempted on each run, and diﬀerent
runs for each size of cluster are continued until KLMC reports
that the putative global minimum has been generated at least
twice and that, on the last run, there were no new SM minima
in the database or signiﬁcant changes in the probabilities. As a
separate stage, using a simple task farming87 script within
KLMC to call FHI-AIMS, conﬁgurations within the database
are further reﬁned: PBEsol energy is minimized. For each size,
the ionization potential and electron aﬃnity are computed for
the better PBEsol0 ranked (including the GM) PBEsol
optimized nanoclusters.
It is assumed that, using the set of stable and metastable SM
conﬁgurations as initial atomic coordinates and a standard local
optimization routine, the lowest energy PBEsol or PBEsol0
conﬁguration can be obtained for each value of n. Ideally, the
lowest energy SM and PBEsol (or PBEsol0) conﬁgurations are
the same (or at least reﬁnement of the former readily produces
Figure 1. Main panel: Binding energies of (LaF3)n clusters as a function of SM rank deﬁned as PBEsol0 (dark lines) and PBEsol (shadow lines)
energies, Ei − nE1, for PBEsol optimized structures. Breaks in these lines indicate SM local minima that are unstable on the PBEsol landscape
(relaxed to a PBEsol LM already included in the ﬁgure). Lower panel: Atomic structure (La and F are shown as darker and lighter balls, respectively)
that corresponds to the deep LM in lines for n = 4, 5, and 6. Upper right panel: as with the main panel but for wider range (highest energy SM
minima for n = 6 are shown); gaps in n = 6 data correspond to SM minima not reﬁned on the PBEsol landscape; and broken line is a simple
guideline.
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the latter). However, in practice, the ranking on diﬀerent
energy landscapes is unlikely to be the same, so how many
conﬁgurations in the database of SM minima conﬁgurations
should be reﬁned? For the smaller sized nanoclusters there are
not many candidates in the database to reﬁne, and reﬁnement is
relatively cheap. In Figure 1 we plot the minimized PBEsol and
PBEsol0 energies as a function of the rank of the nanocluster as
originally found using the SM. For n < 6 we were able to do this
for all nanoclusters found; i.e., all conﬁgurations for a particular
size were entered into the KLMC database. The PBEsol data
shadow the PBEsol0 data (lines in Figure 1 typically mirror
each other), and generally both increase with SM rank. This
appears to hold for n = 6 where a straight line has been added
through the PBEsol energies for SM ranked 1 to 320, 600 to
640, 1000 to 1040, and above 1420. Thus, we can safely assume
that we only need to reﬁne the better ranked conﬁgurations;
moreover, the global PBEsol minimum for each size is found
within the top six SM local minima. Note that occasionally two
or more SM conﬁgurations reﬁne to the same PBEsol
conﬁguration. In such cases one of these clusters typically
requires many more reﬁnement steps as they collapse into the
basin containing the other SM energy conﬁguration; data for
such clusters have been removed from Figure 1 and appear as
breaks in the lines.
The local maxima and local minima in Figure 1 correspond
to atomic conﬁgurations that were SM ranked better and worse,
respectively, than those found on the PBEsol landscape. Atomic
conﬁgurations for deep local minima along the n = 4, 5, and 6
lines are also shown in Figure 1. Most of the other local minima
have no symmetry; thus, it appears that the SM employed in
this work penalizes, too heavily, clusters of higher symmetry
possibly a result of omitting shells on the lanthanum ions.
3. RESULTS
For convenience, the nanoclusters are labeled according to their
size and (alphabetical) rank as found by SM, PBEsol, and
PBEsol0; e.g., 6aba indicates that the (LaF3)6 nanocluster is
ranked as the global minimum (label “a”) for both SM and
PBEsol0 but only the second lowest PBEsol conﬁguration.
Conﬁgurations for the smallest LaF3 nanoclusters are shown
in Figure 2. Only one conﬁguration, a trigonal planar structure
with three La−F bond lengths of 2.265 Å, was found on the SM
landscape for the smallest size, (LaF3)1. After further reﬁne-
ment (minimization of PBEsol) the bond lengths shorten to
2.09 Å, and the central La moves 0.53 Å out of the plane of
ﬂuorine atoms resulting in a change of point symmetry from
D3h to C3v and a reduction in the F1−La3−F1 bond angle from
120° to 113.5°. Note the use of numbers in the labeling of
atoms to indicate their coordination. For the smallest size
cluster, where atoms are most severely undercoordinated as
compared to that observed in the bulk phase, it is not
uncommon that the global minimum IP conﬁguration is
actually a saddle point on the PBEsol energy landscape.48
Recent spin−orbit coupled DFT calculations also yield a C3v
conﬁguration (F1−La3−F1 bond angle of 113.3°) as a
minimum and the ﬂat D3h structure as a saddle point,
88
conﬁrming further the early coupled cluster calculations89 that
give a bond angle of 109.0°.
The ionization potential and electron aﬃnity of the
nanocluster 1aaa is calculated (PBEsol0 tier 4 G0W0) to be
12.34 and 0.21 eV, which compares well with 12.32 and 0.23 eV
that were obtained using PBE0. Using the ΔSCF PBEsol
approach (eqs 4 and 5), slightly lower values of the ionization
potential and electron aﬃnity are calculated: 11.51 and 0.18 eV.
Again, using diﬀerent functionals gives similar values (see Table
2). Note that the electron aﬃnity is more sensitive than the
ionization potential to the choice of tier level, which increases
with the number of basis functions employed in both
approaches, and thus calculated values provide predicted
lower bounds for the electron aﬃnity of the nanoclusters.
Three conﬁgurations for (LaF3)2 nanoclusters were found,
although in principle one can construct six conﬁgurations with
diﬀering numbers of bridging ﬂuorine atoms between the two
lanthanum atoms, and a further six if the F1 atoms are less
evenly distributed on the two lanthanum atoms. Using the
KLMC random search approach (random basin hopping),
there was found to be a 23.5% chance of generating the lowest
SM energy cluster, 2abb, 76.4% for 2baa, and just over 0.1% for
2ccc. After ﬁnal reﬁnements, the ranking of the lowest two
conﬁgurations switches; thus, fortuitously, the lowest PBEsol
energy nanocluster resides in the largest SM energy basin and
therefore is easiest to ﬁnd. The PBEsol0 (SM) energy
diﬀerences between these lowest two conﬁgurations is 0.3 eV
(0.1 eV), whereas there is a bigger gap between the highest two
conﬁgurations, 0.5 eV (0.5 eV). Unlike the average
coordination number (or number of bonds shown as sticks in
Figure 2), which increases with the number of bridging ﬂuorine
atoms, the PBEsol0 energy, or stability, decreases; the large
lanthanum cation prefers to have a regular distribution of
nearest ﬂuorine anions. Conﬁguration 2baa, which is composed
of two edge-sharing LaF4 tetrahedra with bond angles F1−
La4−F1 of 116.6°, F1−La4−F2 of 115.3°, and F2−La4−F2 of
71.2°, has the lowest PBEsol0 (and PBEsol) energy. The four
La−F1 bonds in this conﬁguration are also (cf. conﬁguration
1aaa) 2.09 Å, whereas the four La−F2 interatomic distances are
increased, due to the repulsion between the like charged ions,
Figure 2. PBEsol [and, for the last two conﬁgurations, SM] optimized
atomic structure of (LaF3)1, (LaF3)2, and (LaF3)3 nanoclusters: dark
(light) spheres represent lanthanum (ﬂuorine) atoms; PBEsol (upper)
and PBEsol0 (lower) total energies relative to n isolated (LaF3)1
nanoclusters are in eV to two decimal places; average coordination
number of lanthanum is given in parentheses; the lower label indicates
the point symmetry of the cluster, whereas the upper label indicates
the number of LaF3 units, the SM rank (gray font), PBEsol rank, and
PBEsol0 rank (gray font) using the convention that “a” is the global
minimum.
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to 2.34 Å. All three (LaF3)2 nanoclusters have a similar PBEsol
La−F2 average bond length (2.34, 2.37, and 2.36 Å for 2baa,
2abb, and 2ccc, respectively), whereas the La−La interatomic
distance decreases with the number of bridging ﬂuorine atoms
(3.80, 3.48, and 3.06 Å). In passing we note that the original
predicted SM conﬁgurations have similar interatomic distances
and bond angles. For example, the La−La separation also
decreases with the number of bridging ﬂuorine atoms (3.85,
3.52, and 3.17 Å), and 1baa has F1−La4−F2 of 111.6° and a
reduced F2−La4−F2 angle of 73.2° and elongated La4−F2
bond length of 2.40 Å (cf. 2.27 Å for La4−F1). The ionization
potential and electron aﬃnity are calculated (PBEsol0 tier 4
G0W0) to be 12.51 and 0.76 eV for nanocluster 2baa and 12.13
and 1.59 eV for 2abb. Using the ΔSCF PBEsol approach (eqs 4
and 5), slightly lower values of the ionization potential and
electron aﬃnity are again obtained: 10.84 and 0.23 eV for 2baa
and 10.70 and 0.23 eV for 2abb. For completeness, 10.75 and
−0.14 eV are calculated for the ionization potential and
electron aﬃnity, respectively, of nanocluster 2ccc.
Eleven PBEsol energy minima were found for (LaF3)3
nanoclusters. Using random basin hopping, the probability of
ﬁnding one of the best three nanoclusters was extremely high:
18.6% for 3aaa, 36.3% for 3bbb, and 29.5% for 3fdc. The
expectation of ﬁnding a diﬀerent conﬁguration is just 15.6%,
which includes the lowest energy 1D rod conﬁgurations (3def
at 3.8% and 3efg at 5.1%) and at 6.1% the corner-sharing
tetrahedra that form the 3jge ring conﬁguration, with D3h point
symmetry (all others each have a probability of less than 0.004).
As found for other compounds,37 there are more energy
minima on the RM landscape than the SM. In this case, the
conﬁguration labeled 3B in Figure 2 has the second lowest RM
energy but relaxes to 3aaa on both the SM and the PBEsol
energy landscapealready emphasizing the better match
between SM and PBEsol. There is also a very good agreement
in ranking obtained from SM and PBEsol0; the only notable
exception in the lowest-energy (LaF3)3 clusters shown in Figure
2 is the ring of corner-sharing tetrahedra, 3jge, which is ranked
10 (SM) and 5 (PBEsol0). Note that SM conﬁguration 3g
relaxes to 3fdc.
It is useful to see whether a structural pattern can be repeated
to form a series of larger clusters. For each value of n > 2 there
is a ring conﬁguration of lanthanum atoms with each pair
bridged by two ﬂuorine atoms; likewise, there is a ring
conﬁguration of lanthanum atoms with each pair bridged by
one ﬂuorine atom. Using a polyhedral description, as opposed
to the ball-and-stick ﬁgures, the members of the ﬁrst series
consist of edge sharing LaF5 square-based pyramids, whereas
members of the second series consist of corner-sharing LaF4
tetrahedra. 3aaa is the smallest member for the edge-sharing
series and 3jge for the corner-sharing series. Members of both
series have the same point symmetry, Dnh, where n is the size of
the (LaF3)n nanocluster. During the search on landscapes for n
> 3, larger members should be found for both series, although
one can expect larger members to be metastable and that their
rank increases (diminishes) with n.
Similarly, it is useful to know whether larger particles are
constructable from smaller nanoclusters already found. All three
(LaF3)2 local minima conﬁgurations can be used as bricks to
construct a number of diﬀerent rod nanoclusters composed of
collinear lanthanum atoms. Conﬁguration 3def is essentially
two merged units of 2abb; 3efg is 2abb and 2baa; 3fdc is two
units of 2baa (lanthanum atoms form a curved line, which if
closed forms conﬁguration 3aaa); 3hkk is 2abb and 2ccc; and
3kjj is 2baa and 2ccc. Rods, which terminate with a lanthanum
rather than at least one ﬂuorine atom (for example, two units of
2ccc merged to create a conﬁguration composed of eight
bridging ﬂuorine atoms), are unstable. Larger nanorods,
containing any combination of n = 2 nanoclusters, provided
the number of 2ccc bricks is no greater than one more than the
number of 2baa, are found, but with a small probability during
the random gradient quench runs, provided the initial shape of
the starting box is cubic, particularly for larger values of n. As
found for the larger ring nanoclusters, the rank of these rods is
progressively worse as the size, or length, increases.
As n increases, so does the coordination of lanthanum atoms
for the PBEsol0 global minimum structures: 3, 4, and 5 for
1aaa, 2baa, and 3aaa, respectively. As found for n = 2, the lowest
energy n = 3 nanocluster, 3aaa, does not have the largest
number of bonds. The ionization potential for 3aaa is calculated
(PBEsol0 tier 3 G0W0) to be 12.47 eV, whereas the electron
aﬃnity is 0.75 eV. Using the ΔSCF (PBEsol tier 4) approach,
slightly lower values are obtained: 10.61 and 0.28 eV. The
ionization potential for the PBEsol metastable conﬁgurations
3fdc and 3jge is calculated to be 10.48 and 10.50 eV,
respectively, and 0.52 and 0.66 eV for their respective electron
aﬃnity. Thus, by breaking one of the three La−F−La bridging
pairs and opening up the three-ring or breaking one bridge in
every pair and keeping a three-ring conﬁguration, the ionization
potential is lowered, whereas the electron aﬃnity (and
lanthanum average coordination) is increased (decreased).
Sixty-four SM energy minima were found for (LaF3)4
nanoclusters, and of these sixty-one are PBEsol energy minima.
Using random basin hopping, 4eef at 15.2% was the easiest
conﬁguration found; then 4yt- at 13.9% and 4bcb at 12.3%all
others have a probability of less than 7%. Nanocluster 4eef is
ranked ﬁfth for both SM and PBEsol and sixth for PBEsol0 and
is essentially a ring of four edge-sharing square based pyramids
(conﬁguration 4jfd) but with one ﬂuorine atom at the center
from one of the four two rings (after rotation) (see Figure 3).
Nanocluster 4yt- (ranked 25th for SM and 21st for PBEsol
note that the higher quality PBEsol0 was not performed for all
LM, although from Figure 1 it is reasonable to assume 4yt- is
ranked ∼21st for PBEsol0) is composed of a three-ring capped
on both sides (like nanocluster 3lii) and a two-ring (nano-
cluster 2baa) that is perpendicular to the three-ring. Nano-
cluster 4bcb (ranked second for SM and PBEsol0, third for
PBEsol), with C3v point symmetry, is composed of two layers: a
three ring that is also capped on both sides and a LaF4
tetrahedron.
Conﬁguration 4aba, with C2v point symmetry, is the lowest
SM and PBEsol0 energy (LaF3)4 nanocluster (and ranked
second for PBEsol) and is composed of one central ﬂuorine
atom, two ﬁve-coordinated and two six-coordinated lanthanum
atoms, and seven bridging and four singly coordinated ﬂuorine
Table 2. First Ionization Potential (IP) and Electron Aﬃnity (EA) Values for PBEsol Optimized (LaF3)1
PBE PBEsol PBE0 PBEsol0 G0W0/PBE0 G0W0/PBEsol0
IP, eV 11.50 11.51 12.19 12.35 12.32 12.34
EA, eV 0.20 0.18 0.23 0.35 0.23 0.21
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atoms. The probability of ﬁnding this global minimum using a
random search was 4.5%. The ionization potential and the
electron aﬃnity calculated (ΔSCF PBEsol tier 3) for the better
ranked (LaF3)4 nanoclusters are 10.52 and 0.36 eV for 4aba,
10.54 and 0.30 eV for 4bcb, 10.37 and 0.58 eV for 4fac, 10.48
and 0.73 eV for 4jfd (the four ring of edge-sharing square based
pyramids), and 10.60 and 0.29 eV for 4cde. As already observed
for (LaF3)3, the value of the electron aﬃnity typically decreases
with an increase in the average coordination number of the
lanthanum ions. The exception to this trend is found for
conﬁguration 4fac, which has a greater electron aﬃnity and an
exposed lanthanum ion (convex environmentlanthanum ion
not coplanar with the outer four anions but slightly displaced
away from the center of the nanocluster with F−La−F internal
bond angles of 148° rather than 180°).
The ring composed of four corner-sharing tetrahedra lies at
the opposite end of the ranking scale; ranked 64th, or last, for
SM and 51st for PBEsol. The chain of four edge-sharing
tetrahedra (lanthanum atoms not collinear but oscillate) is
PBEsol ranked 35th, whereas a ﬂower of three two-rings (three
2baa clusters with a common central lanthanum atom arranged
with D3 point symmetry) is PBEsol ranked 38th. The rod-like
structures, described earlier, are also poorly ranked; for
example, a chain of three 2abb Lego-units is PBEsol ranked
36th, of two 2abb and one 2baa is PBEsol ranked 39th, 48th,
and 49th, of two 2baa and one 2ccc is PBEsol ranked 52nd, and
of two 2abb and one 2ccc is PBEsol ranked 53rd and 60th
(depending on order of bricks). The highest PBEsol energy
local minimum (LaF3)4 nanocluster is composed of a three-ring
(cf. 3jge) with one lanthanum atom connected to the fourth
(ﬁve coordinated) lanthanum atom via four bridging ﬂuorine
atoms (cf. 2ccc).
Results for (LaF3)5 nanoclusters are presented in Figure 4. A
perfect match is found in the SM, PBEsol, and PBEsol0 ranking
of the top two nanoclusters. Both these conﬁgurations have one
highly coordinated ﬂuorine ion surrounded by all ﬁve cations
forming a square-based pyramid (sbp). Each cation has a singly
coordinated ﬂuorine ion, which sits at one of the vertices of a
larger sbp, and the capping cation for both conﬁgurations has a
coordination of seven. The cations forming the base of the
inner sbp are bridged by either one or a pair of anions, two
pairs for the GM, and three for 5bbbthus the atoms of the
GM conﬁguration have a lower average coordination. An
ionization potential of 10.52 eV and an electron aﬃnity of 0.49
eV were calculated (ΔSCF PBEsol (tier 3)) for 5aaa.
The GM is in fact the easiest LM to ﬁnd; the probability of
generating 5aaa using the random basin approach is 0.106 (just
over 10%), whereas for 5bbb it is just 0.003. The second easiest
n = 5 nanocluster to ﬁnd, with a probability of 0.089, is 5ae-k-o,
which is SM ranked 30th, PBEsol ranked 11th, has one of the
highest symmetries (C2v), and is composed of ions with one of
the highest average coordinations (6(1/5)). The third easiest
(LaF3)5 nanocluster to ﬁnd is that of 5fcc, with a probability of
0.036. The probability of generating the other lower SM energy
LMs, 5cge, 5dfg, and 5ejm, is 0.012, 0.002, and 0.015,
respectively. Conﬁguration 5hph is the highest symmetry
(LaF3)5 nanocluster shown in Figure 4 and, in a similar way
4bcb was described earlier, can be constructed of three layers:
LaF4 tetrahedron, a middle layer composed of a central F anion
in a La3F3 ring that is surrounded by a further three F anions
and a further LaF4 tetrahedron (but note that the central F
anion is displaced toward one of the tetrahedra).
The GMs for (LaF3)6 nanoclusters, shown in Figure 5, are
predicted to have high symmetry: 6caa has C4v symmetry,
whereas for the SM GM, 6ano, it is D2h. Curiously, both
conﬁgurations have exposed cations: 6ano has two cations
which are bonded to six anions contained in one hemisphere,
and 6caa has one exposed cation that is bonded to ﬁve anions.
Moreover, the exposed cations in 6ano are in a concave
environment (not coplanar with the outer four anions but
slightly displaced toward the center of the nanocluster with
F2−La6−F2 external bond angles of 176°, rather than 180°),
whereas the 6caa cation is in a more exposed convex
environment (F2−La5−F2 internal bond angles of 159.3°).
There are other similar examples, like 6hqk, but given the larger
number of anions (1:3) one might expect the large cations to
be surrounded by anions. In the (LaF3)6 nanocluster that was
found to have the highest symmetry, 6as-g-f, there are only four
unique atomic sites: six octahedral cationic sites and six anionic
sites that form two La3F3 rings that are parallel to each other
and exactly out of phase, and six singly coordinated anionic
sites that are outside and six anionic sites that are between these
Figure 3. PBEsol optimized atomic structures for (LaF3)4 nano-
clusters, where dark (light) spheres represent lanthanum (ﬂuorine)
atoms. For explanation of labels see caption for Figure 2
Figure 4. PBEsol minimized atomic structures for (LaF3)5 nano-
clusters, where dark (light) spheres represent lanthanum (ﬂuorine)
atoms. For explanation of labels see caption for Figure 2
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two rings. An ionization potential (IP) of 10.19 and an electron
aﬃnity (EA) of 0.86 eV were calculated (ΔSCF PBEsol tier 3)
for 6caaa. The higher EA could be related to the exposed
cation, and in fact 6as-g-f, which does not have exposed cations,
has a lower value of 0.54 eV (IP = 10.39 eV). However, 6ano,
which also has an exposed cation, has an EA value of 0.51 eV
(IP = 10.22 eV), perhaps indicating the importance of the
direction the bond angle points.
Values of the ionization potential and electron aﬃnities for
all the (LaF3)n global minima are plotted in Figure 6. Although
a trend in these values, with respect to the nanocluster size, can
be seen, changes are modest. For comparison, the experimental
conduction and valence bands, extracted from ref 90 for bulk
LaF3, are also shown. However, greater band gap values have
also been reported in the literature (see refs 91 and 92, for
example, which report a gap of 10.1 and 10.3 eV, respectively).
Assuming that the increase in the gap value is entirely due to
downshift of the valence band, the valence band edge has the
value of −9.6 eV, just above that of the largest nanocluster.
However, the exact position of the edges and the value of the
gap would be heavily aﬀected by the disorder in the ﬂuoride
sublattice due to exceptionally low barriers for ﬂuorine vacancy
diﬀusion.93 As reported earlier, the nanocluster electron aﬃnity
is dependent on the average coordination of lanthanum and
whether there is an exposed cation. The changes are again
modest (see dotted lines in Figure 6) and is of the same
magnitude as the diﬀerence found between n = 5 and 6, the
latter of which has an exposed cation.
The average coordination of (LaF3)n GM, unsurprisingly,
increases with n (see Figure 7), where the actual coordination
numbers are also presented. Due to the higher magnitude of
the charge on the cations, the La cations typically sit within the
nanoclusters (i.e., outer ions tend to be F anions). However,
given the coordination of La in the bulk phase is 11, one can
expect the size of the GM nanocluster to be much larger than
that found for n = 6 before “bulk-like” cuts are predicted. In
contrast, higher coordination numbers for ﬂuorine anions have
already been found than that adopted in bulk; the coordination
number of bulk F− is either three or four, whereas both 5aaa
and 6caa have one ﬂuorine ion that has a coordination number
of ﬁve. Although the number (fraction) of singly coordinated
ﬂuorine anions gradually increases (rapidly decreases) with n,
beyond n = 2 it is not greater than the number of outer cations.
4. DISCUSSION
The stable and metastable PBEsol conﬁgurations of (LaF3)n
nanoclusters have been predicted for n = 1−6. Used for data-
mining,94 these can also help in the search for initial atomic
structures for other 1−3 compounds for the same values of n.
The approach successfully developed and used here was to ﬁrst
ﬁnd approximate atomic conﬁgurations on the energy land-
scape that is much cheaper to evaluate; the parameters of the
shell model were reﬁned elsewhere76 to reproduce the structure
of bulk LaF3. Standard local optimization methods
57 were
employed to relax trial (random) atomic conﬁgurations,
whereby the polarization of the ions is initially constrained to
improve convergence to local energy minima. It was shown
Figure 5. PBEsol minimized atomic structures for (LaF3)6 nano-
clusters, where dark (light) spheres represent lanthanum (ﬂuorine)
atoms. For explanation of labels see caption for Figure 2
Figure 6. Calculated vertical ionization energies (red) and electron
aﬃnities (blue) of the (LaF3)n global minima (solid lines) and two
local minima (dotted lines), 4fac and 4ﬀd, relative to the vacuum
(broken line) and experimental valence and conduction bands (VB
and CB shaded regions) for the bulk phase.90
Figure 7. Actual (symbols) and average (solid lines) coordination
numbers of La and the number of singly coordinated F (broken lines)
in GM conﬁgurations of (LaF3)n.
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that, for each value of n, there is a good match between the
ranking of local minima based on shell model energies and that
based on DFT (using the PBEsol functional or the PBEsol0
hybrid functional). In fact the match is suﬃcient that if the
better ranked PBEsol energy minima is sought then most of the
shell model minima can be safely ignored (only the better
ranked shell model minima need to be reﬁned using the more
computationally expensive electronic structure approach). This
approach is expected to be successfully applied to larger sized
clusters (without any further need to ﬁnd all local minima) and
is currently being performed using the in-house KLMC
software, which contains the global optimization algorithms
and modules for updating a database as well as automating calls
to atomic structure and electronic structure software (GULP57
and FHI-AIMS71,72).
The smallest stoichiometric (singlet spin state) LaF3 GM
nanocluster has C3v symmetry, as opposed to the planar D3h
conﬁguration that was found during the initial search on the
energy landscape deﬁned by interatomic potentials. In fact,
further PBEsol calculations revealed a triplet metastable C2v
conﬁguration. For the three n = 2 nanoclusters, the lanthanum
ions are bridged by either two, three, or four ﬂuorine anions,
with remaining ﬂuorine anions only singly coordinated.
Comparing these three conﬁgurations, the predicted PBEsol
(and PBEsol0) rank improves by reducing the number of
bridges and, therefore, the total number of La−F bonds. For
larger-sized low-energy nanoclusters, bridge pairs or trios are
also found, and again, bridges formed of even more ﬂuorine
anions are heavily penalized in energy or nanocluster ranking.
Furthermore, symmetrical conﬁgurations were found to be
typically more stable, a trend similar to that found for
nanoclusters of 1−1 compounds37 but unlike 2−3 com-
pounds.55 As expected, the outer ions of the low energy
nanoclusters are composed of ﬂuorine anions, since the
lanthanum cations have a greater charge. As the size of the
nanocluster increases, ﬂuorine anions are also found within; in
some cases, they adopt a higher coordination than that found in
the bulk. The average coordination of lanthanum in the GM
structures increases from three, for n = 1, to six, for n = 5 and 6,
and is much smaller than that seen in the bulk phase (where the
coordination number is eleven). In fact, it is not yet clear what
value of n is required before a coordination number of eleven
will be seen in the GM nanocluster conﬁgurations. To
summarize, the atomic structure of the nanoclusters can be
seen to evolve with size from a trigonal pyramid to ring
structures and, ﬁnally, to compact symmetrical conﬁgurations as
the coordination of higher charged La gradually increases.
There is also a trend for the external surface of LaF3
nanoclusters to be decorated by singly coordinated ﬂuorine
anions, one per outer La ion for larger nanoclusters. Finally,
values of the ionization potential and electron aﬃnities were
calculated in the hope that these may prove useful for
comparison with future experimental measurements. Typically,
a higher electron aﬃnity was found for nanoclusters with
exposed cations that also sit further out than neighboring outer
anions. Moreover, while the calculated value for the ionization
potential (IP) decreased, the electron aﬃnity (EA) for the GM
(LaF3)n nanoclusters increased with n; from the ΔSCF
(PBEsol) approach, IP = 11.51, 10.84, 10.61, 10.52, 10.52,
and 10.19 eV and EA = 0.18, 0.23, 0.28, 0.36, 0.49, and 0.86 eV.
For ﬁxed n, a greater electron aﬃnity was also typically found
for nanoclusters with a lower average coordination number,
provided there were no exposed cations.
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